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Step One:
Mark the required radius wall. Drill and fix first 
upright to the line of the wall minus plywood and 
timber thickness. Follow bolt manufacturer technical 
specification and installation guides to properly 
secure the concrete bolts. Fix 100x50mm timber beam 
to the upright − alternatively fix timber beams to all 
uprights prior to fixing and drilling the uprights 
down.  

IMPORTANT NOTES:

This drawing to be used in conjunction with 
typical double sided wall system cross−section 
and elevation views or bespoke project drawings 
to obtain exact positioning of push−pull props, 
tie bars and upright’s centres. 

These are standard, generic and not site specific 
fitting instructions for the Fast Form Radius 
Wall System.

1. Start by marking out the radius line of the 
shutter (remember to deduct the plywood and 
timber beams thickness). Drill a hole for the 
concrete holding down bolt in accordance with 
bolt manufacturer technical specifications and 
installation guide. For double sided Fast Form 
Wall System use 1x concrete bolt per upright 
and per prop’s foot. all concrete bolts should 
be tightened with a 110V Impact Wrench.

IMPORTANT
2. Always start working from the inside corner 
moving away from it [refer to drawing no. ffs−
wstc for more details].  

3. Fix down second upright with top push−pull, 
staggering the prop if necessary [refer to 
standard or site specific drawings to obtain 
exact upright centres].

4. Repeat the process until all uprights on the 
internal radius are fixed.

5. Start fixing plywood to the timber beams. 
Plywood is fixed from behind using 50mm screws.

6. WISAFORM MDO Plywood, if supplied by Fast 
From Systems, the Light Brown Face is the face 
to use for the concrete side, NOT the Dark 
Brown Face. All plywood should be suitably 
oiled for easy release after concreting.

7. If Access and Handrails have been requested 
by the client, they should be fitted by a 
competent person and made secure before being 
used as a platform. The Access is not load 
bearing and should not be used for anything 
other than access for concrete pouring [refer to 
drawings no ffs−aphr# for more details].

8. If in doubt of anything please call our office, 
we are here to help. 

correct positioning of concrete bolts

Step Two:
Fix top push−pull prop omitting any intermediate push−
pull props for easier plumbing of the system. 

Step Three:
Repeat steps one and two, staggering the push−pull 
prop if necessary. Refer to standard or site specific 
drawings to obtain exact upright centres.

Step Four:
Repeat the previous steps until all uprights
on the internal radius wall are fixed.

Step Five:
Start fixing the plywood − suitable plywood thickness 
to be used to achieve desired radius − securing it from 
the face of plywood into timber beams using 
ringshank/annular nails or screws. Make sure the 
plywood joints fall on the centre of the uprights.

Step Six:
Repeat the process for the whole internal radius of 
the wall. Once all the plywood is fixed line in and 
plumb up the whole system. mark and drill the tie bar 
holes in the plywood. position the tie bars through 
the holes and put the plastic tubes and cones on the 
tie bars.

Step Seven:
Fix rebar. mark the ground opposite each internal upright at 90 deg. measure the distance between the uprights on the radius 
(x). measure the distance between the tie bar holes positions from the ground as well (Y). transfer the 
measurements/positions of the tie bar holes on to the external plywood sheets and drill them. lay the uprights on the 
plywood at the correct centres measured of the internal radius side. screw the plywood on to the uprights and make sure the 
joints end up in the centres of the uprights. plywood sheets may have to be cut down to size. erect the sections and bend to 
the outside line fixing down individual uprights one at a time making sure to follow the line and checking the holes are lining 
up correctly as you go.    
 

Step Eight:
Repeat the process for the whole external 
radius of the wall. Once all the plywood is 
fixed line in and plumb up the whole system.

Step Nine:
Add remaining intermediate props, making 
sure they fit snuggly without applying 
force in either direction.

Step Ten:
Add stop−ends and make sure the whole 
system is plumb up. 
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[refer to the site specific 
drawings for exact dimensions]
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